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Congress Wants DoD To Hold A 
National Cyber Response Exercise
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If the United States were to fall victim to a large-scale cyberattack 
that took out critical infrastructure, the Department of Defense could 
turn to little-used authorities to assist federal civilian agencies with 
its response.
Under a proposal in a new conference report from the Senate and 
House Armed Services Committees’ annual defense policy bill, the 
Department of Defense must hold a high-level exercise and walk 
through how they would support civilian agencies. Such an exercise 
would include U.S. Cyber Command, Northern Command and other 
DoD organizations.
The proposal in the legislation does not specific when such an exer-
cise shall occur.
The bill states the exercise must include department-level leadership 
and decision making for providing cyber support to civil authorities, 
testing of the policy, guidance and doctrine for cyber-incident coor-
dinating, operational planning and execution by the Joint Staff. The 
event would be coordinated with the Department of Homeland Secu-
rity, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and elements across federal 
and state governments and the private sector.

The proposal is in line with concerns from members of Congress 
and warnings from the Government Accountability Office that found 
DoD did not ensure staff were properly trained under Presidential 
Policy Directive on United States Cyber Incident Coordination — 
often referred to as PPD-41 — which established the government’s 
response to cyber incidents affecting both the private and public sec-
tors.
GAO’s report, released in November 2017, said the Defense Depart-
ment had yet to conduct an operational-level exercise focused on 
providing support to civil authorities in a cyber incident. Leaders at 
Cyber Command disputed such claims pointing to its annual Cyber 
Guard exercises, which just wrapped up in mid-June and bring to-
gether over 100 organizations from government, academia, industry 
and the international community to respond to a mock national cyber 
incident.
However, despite CYBERCOM’s claim that Cyber Guard is clas-
sified as a tier 1 exercise, the GAO noted that “a 2015 DoD Cyber 
Strategy implementation document stated that while Cyber Guard is 
a valuable ‘whole-of-nation’ scenario, its focus is much more tac-
tical in nature and that the department needed another tier 1-level 
exercise.”
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Despite these concerns, DoD officials have long maintained they un-
derstand the relationships and what is needed in the case it must re-
spond to a national cyber incident.
Lines of friction
Members of Congress have also sparred with the department regarding 
what they perceive as unclear lines of authority to defend the nation 
against widespread cyber and information-related incidents.
Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman John McCain, R-Ariz., 
criticized DoD’s principle cyber adviser in an October 2017 hearing 
for maintaining the position that DoD should play a hands-off role in 
incident response.
DoD’s role in defending the nation
In his first public remarks since taking taking the helm at Cyber Com-
mand, Gen. Paul Nakasone said that DoD can be a critical partner to 
the Department of Homeland security.
“Within the United States, the Department of Homeland Security has 
the responsibility for the defense of our critical infrastructure and so 
there’s a partnership there,” he said at the Aspen Security Forum July 
21. “As we can enable or we are asked to assist, certainly, that goes 
through a process and the Department of Defense would answer that 
request.”
Nakasone added that while Cyber Command’s authorities and focus 

Congress is requiring the Department of Defense to conduct a large-scale exercise gaming response to a national cyber 
incident. (J.M. Eddins Jr./Air Force)

remain on the protection of DoD networks, the organization is “an 
available force upon which if the nation needs it can be called on.” 

In addition, Nakasone’s predecessor had also raised the prospect of 
Cyber Command’s cyber mission forces taking a more active ap-
proach to defending the industrial base and critical infrastructure, 
which means operating outside DoD networks.
“If DoD’s role is going to be to partner and defending critical infra-
structure, what level of ability to operate outside the [DoD Informa-
tion Network] would be appropriate for the cyber mission force,” 
retired Adm. Michael Rogers told the House Armed Services Sub-
committee on Emerging Threats in April.
“I think that’s a good conversation for us to have because right now, 
not a criticism, an observation, right now the current construct, I 
don’t operate outside the DoDIN. I would suggest we ought to take 
a look at that.” 
For more information about the Cyber Storm exercise series, and to 
view the final reports from Cyber Storms I-V, visit www.dhs.gov/
cyber-storm. (Courtesy https://www.fifthdomain.com/)
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LOCAL NEWS
Houston will have 11 dedicated cool-
ing centers this summer to respond to 
the expected high temperatures. The 
centers will be free of charge and will 
be located at all of the Multi-Service 
Centers managed by the City. They 
will feature air-conditioned spaces, 
bottled water, light snacks and enter-
tainment and will be operative until 
the end of September.

Houston Mayor Sylvester Turner ac-
knowledged during a press confer-
ence held at the West End Multi-Ser-
vice Center that there are Houstonians 
who have to work outdoors during 
the hot summer months, including 
construction workers and others. The 
mayor noted that, “I want to remind 
those who do work, play or exercise 
outdoors to stay hydrated and if you 
must go outside don’t do it during the 
hottest part of the day.”
Tweet from the mayor:
Sylvester Turner

@SylvesterTurner
We should all remain alert to heat ad-
visories. This summer let us all keep 
an eye on each other, especially our 
seniors and those without aircondi-
tioners. Thank you @reliantenergy 
for being a great corporate partner. 
Visit our 11 cooling centers through-
out Houston. #beattheheat
11:40 AM - Jun 15, 2018
Twitter Ads info and privacy
Turner also touched on the serious 
risks of leaving children, senior cit-
izens or pets unattended in vehicles 
because of the high temperatures 
they quickly reach and, therefore, the 
health risks –including death— they 
can be exposed to. “Every summer we 
say this, but I cannot say it enough: 
Let’s not leave children or senior cit-

izens or pets in vehicles unattended,” 
the Mayor underscored.

As part of the initiatives being im-
plemented this summer to help the 
community deal with the high sum-

mer temperatures, the Harris County 
Area Agency on Aging will distribute 
portable air conditioning units and the 
City’s Health Department will distrib-
ute portable power stations. Those in-
terested in receiving a unit should call 
832-393-4301.
For a complete list of the cooling 
centers that are part of the “Beat the 
Heat” initiative in Texas (including 
Corpus Christi and Dallas), go here: 
https://www.reliant.com/en/about/
inside-reliant/community/beat-the-
heat.jsp#/?sid=GSMFB_ERCOT_
2018June_BeattheHeat.
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We Houstonians 
know how bru-
tal the summer 
months can be. 
Summer official-
ly began on June 
21, but we felt the 

heat long before the solstice.
In July and August, Houston’s tempera-
ture consistently reaches up to 95 de-
grees each day, with a heat index often 
above 100 degrees. This past May was 
the hottest in the United States since the 
Dust Bowl era in 1934, setting daily re-
cord highs across the country.
However, whether or not we set records, 
it’s still going to be hot. The Houston 
Health Department assisted me in pro-
viding you with some tips to stay cool 
and safe in the summer months.
According to the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, an average of 
650 heat-related deaths occur each year. 
Those at greatest risk for heat-related 
illnesses are children younger than 4, 
seniors and the disabled. Individuals 
who work outside, such as those in con-
struction, are also at risk because they 
work outside during the hottest part of 
the day (around 3 p.m.).
I want to remind those who work out-
side to stay hydrated and adjust when 
you might normally work and exercise 
to early morning or evening.
I ask all of you, especially those who 
know individuals who live in homes 
without air conditioners, check on your 
neighbor. If you know somebody with-
out an air conditioner, take them to an 
area mall, library or one of Houston’s 11 
multiservice centers so they can get out 

of the heat for a while. A few hours can 
help save a life.
To find the multiservice center closest 
to you, visit this website:  http://www.
houstontx.gov/health/MSC/.
It is important that we all drink lots of 
liquids, even before feeling thirsty. It is 
best to avoid caffeinated and alcoholic 
beverages, as they can make us dehy-
drated.
Wearing light-colored, loose-fitting 
clothing that permits the evaporation 
of perspiration can also help us remain 
cool.
A lot of us like going to the pool in the 
summer. In addition to wearing sun-
screen, make sure you and your family 
practice proper pool safety – swim in 
designated areas supervised by life-
guards, do not swim alone, and ensure 
that everyone in the family knows how 
to swim. One of the most effective ways 
to ensure pool safety is by enrolling 
your family in age-appropriate swim 
lessons.
Do not leave children, senior citizens, or 
pets unattended in a vehicle. When out-
side temperatures range from 80 to 100 
degrees, the inside of          a car parked 
in direct sunlight can quickly climb to 
between 130 and 172 degrees, accord-
ing to the CDC.
If you do not own an air conditioner and 
are unable to leave your home, taking 
cool baths or showers will help prevent 
heat-related illness.
We should all remain alert to heat ad-
visories. The National Weather Service 
declares a Heat Emergency when the 
heat index reaches 108 degrees or high-
er on two or more consecutive days. A 
heat index of 108           is a potential 
health threat for all individuals, but es-
pecially for high-risk groups.
It is essential that we take these preven-
tative measures to prevent unnecessary 
visits to the emergency room or hospi-
tal. Use the resources that are available 
to you to protect yourself and others 
who may be at risk. When Houstonians 
work together, we can thrive and stay 
cool during the summer months.
Thank you.
Mayor Sylvester Turner

Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

Mayor Sylvester Turner talks about the importance of staying cool 
and hydrated during the hot summer months in Houston during a 

press conference held on June 15, 2018.
Reliant, in collaboration with the City of Houston, is rolling out for 
the 13th year the “Beat the Heat” initiative, which will provide 16 
cooling centers across Texas, the majority of them in Houston. 
(Photo/Houston Mayor Sylvester Turner’s Twitter feed / @Sylves-

terTurner)

The City And Reliant Energy Are
Rolling Out The ‘Beat the Heat’ Initiative
City    Announces                Eleven 
Cooling Centers During 

The Hot Summer Months



Nakasone confirms special Russia unit. Gen. Paul Nakasone during an appearance at the As-
pen Security Forum July 21, confirmed reports that he stood up a special unit charged with 
taking on Russian attempts to interfere with American elections in the future.

Lamar Odom Announces He’ll Play Basketball in China, Thanks Stephon Marbury. Long-
time NBA power forward Lamar Odom announced Thursday he’s reached an agreement 
to play basketball in China. Odom, who didn’t confirm which Chinese team          he’d be 
joining, named former New York Knicks point guard Stephon Marbury as his “inspira-
tion” in the Instagram post. “Thanks lord for giving me another chance in life and thank 
you fans for your the love and support during all those hard years,” he wrote.   

Lamar Odom Announces He’ll Play Basketball in China, Thanks Stephon Marbury. Long-
time NBA power forward Lamar Odom announced Thursday he’s reached an agreement 
to play basketball in China. Odom, who didn’t confirm which Chinese team          he’d be 
joining, named former New York Knicks point guard Stephon Marbury as his “inspiration” 
in the Instagram post. “Thanks lord for giving me another chance in life and thank you fans 
for your the love and support during all those hard years,” he wrote.   

Papa John sues Papa John’s. John Schnatter, the ousted founder of pizza chain Papa John’s, 
is suing his former company. In a lawsuit filed in Delaware Chancery Court on Thursday, 
Schnatter’s lawyers say he is seeking to inspect company documents “because of the unex-
plained and heavy-handed way in which the company has treated him since the publication 
of a story that falsely accused him of using a racial slur.”

Former President George H.W. Bush (above) signing the Americans with Disabilities 
Act         in 1990. (AP/Images) President Trump Celebrates 28th Anniversary Of ‘Americans 
With Disabilities Act’ President Trump recently commemorated the 28th anniversary of the 
‘Americans with Disabilities Act,’ or ADA. He issued a proclamation Thursday, reaffirming 
the nation’s commitment to equal opportunities for all Americans.The president said his ad-
ministration is working to expand research, education, and employment for over 56 million 
Americans with disabilities
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Editor’s Choice

Facebook on Thursday posted the largest one-day loss in market value by any company 
in U.S. stock market history after releasing a disastrous quarterly report.The social media 
giant’s market capitalization plummeted by $119 billion to $510 billion as its stock price 
plummeted by 19 percent. At Wednesday’s close, Facebook’s market cap had totaled nearly 
$630 billion, according to FactSet. No company in the history of the U.S. stock market has 
ever lost $100 billion in market value in just one day, but two came close.

Facebook Says Will Add Shaquille Show, Singing Contest To Video Lineup. BEVERLY 
HILLS, Calif. (Reuters) – Facebook Inc said on Wednesday that it would debut an interac-
tive reality show starring basketball star Shaquille O’Neal on a quest to open a restaurant, as 
the company looks to attract viewers to its Facebook Watch video service.The eight-episode 
“Big Chicken Shaq” would launch in the coming weeks, the company said at a Television 
Critics Association event where TV networks and streaming platforms promote upcoming 
shows.

Michael Cohen sent up flares, but Trump never came to help. About a month before Mi-
chael Cohen released his recording of a sensitive conversation he had with Donald Trump, 
the President’s longtime attorney and adviser was agonizing over the silent treatment he 
was getting from his former boss. “I don’t understand why no one’s calling me. I don’t 
understand why no one’s communicating with me,” Cohen told Bo Dietl, a longtime friend 
and well-known private investigator.
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COMMUNITY
GRAND PRAIRIE, Texas (AP) — The 
starting lineups are announced in English 
and Spanish at home games for the in-
dependent Texas AirHogs. And then the 
Chinese national anthem is played. For 
about 30 members of the Chinese nation-
al baseball team, the suburban ballpark a 
few miles west of downtown Dallas has 
become their summer home and training 
ground in an unprecedented setup. They 
are a revolving part of the roster for a 
professional team in the United States, 
playing more games and against tougher 
competition while working to improve 
for future international events such as the 
upcoming Asian Games and 2020 Olym-
pics in Tokyo. “The system that they’ve 
created here, where we work out in the 
morning, we’ve got weight training, the 
pitchers have a system where we throw 
on, the coaches have kind of set up a sys-
tem that’s really helped them to be able to 
make the adjustment to play more games,” 
Sun Jianzeng, a 26-year-old right-hander, 
said through a translator.
Chinese players who professionally back 
home would play only 20-30 games a 
season make up about two-thirds of the 
expanded roster for the American Asso-
ciation team now formally known as the 
AirHogs powered by Beijing Shougang 
Eagles. The players ranging in age from 
18 to 29 rotate on and off the active roster 
to play 6-7 games per week in one of the 
low-minor leagues not affiliated with Ma-
jor League Baseball.

 

“It makes it workable, because we don’t 
want to wear these guys down,” said 
AirHogs manager John McLaren, a big 
league coach for three decades who has 
worked with Chinese teams since 2011.
Players not on the active roster for games 
go through early workouts at AirHogs Sta-
dium, 10 minutes from the home ballpark 
of the Texas Rangers. There are condition-
ing and weight training drills that are new 
to the Chinese players.

“They’re trying to do something they’ve 
never done before, which is play this many 
games on a daily basis, and you throw into 
the fact that with the exception of maybe 
three or four pitchers, they’re physically 
and experienced-wise overmatched,” said 
Larry Hardy, a former Rangers pitching 
coach filling the same role for the Air-
Hogs. “But they’re getting better.” Mc-
Laren had a short stint managing Seattle 
in 2007-08 and was Washington’s interim 
manager for three games in 2011. He was 
on the Philadelphia Phillies staff the past 
two seasons. He also managed China at 
the World Baseball Classic in 2013 and 
2017. Over that time, there would be gaps 
of six or seven months when he wouldn’t 
even see the team — and players would 
barely play baseball. China has a 2-10 re-
cord in its four WBC appearances, getting 
outscored 102-18 in those games.

 

“These guys, I don’t think they’d ever 
played twice in a week,” McLaren said .
That changed when the Chinese Baseball 
Association made arrangement with the 
AirHogs, allowing them to focus on daily 
development.
They are now together all the time in a 12-
team league that stretches more than 1,300 
miles from Texas into Canada. The closest 
stop is Cleburne, Texas, where 53-year-old 
former big league slugger Rafael Palmeiro 
is starring for the Railroaders.

China’s only Olympic berth was in 2008, 
going 1-6 in group play after an automat-
ic berth as the host nation. That was the 
last time baseball was part of the Summer 
Games until its return two years from now 
in Japan.
The AirHogs are a league-worst 17-44 
this season, but player-coach Na Chuang 
said the team has progressed faster than 
expected, increasing the confidence of the 
Chinese players who will leave with Mc-
Laren and some of their national coaches 
for the Asian Games in Indonesia before 
the end of the 100-game AirHogs season.

 
Kevin Joseph, who pitched in the ma-
jors briefly with the St. Louis Cardinals 
in 2002, is part of McLaren’s staff as an 
assistant coach and invaluable transla-
tor. He learned Mandarin while spending 
more than eight years teaching baseball to 
young people after a friend with connec-
tions to baseball officials in China invited 
him there. “The big need, I think, for Chi-
na is they don’t play a lot of games. So for 
them to be able to come, and to learn the 
rhythm of a baseball lifestyle, play against 
better competition, has been a great expe-
rience,” Joseph said. “The players have 
really meshed well with the Chinese guys, 
they love them.” Joseph said hitters have 
changed the way they swing the bat, being 
more aggressive and ready to hit pitches 
coming faster than they’ve seen before.
For the pitchers, the emphasis has been on 
throwing more fastballs and fewer break-
ing balls. Hardy said the catchers have 
started to understand what the coaches are 
looking for from pitchers.
 

“The level of play is a lot higher,” Jianzeng 
said. “You can make smallest mistakes, 
can be hurt here as a pitcher. ... Because 
you’re playing so many games, you’re 
learning about yourself as a pitcher, and 
you’re getting a lot more experience.”
There are the inevitable hiccups because 
of communication issues and culture dif-
ferences, including the style of play the 
Chinese players were used to, but Joseph 
said things have gone well overall.
“It’s fun just to watch them interact with 
everybody, and themselves, and show up 
every day, kidding and joking,” said Mc-
Laren, sitting in the coaches’ office next to 
a narrow room cramped with lockers. “It’s 
a clubhouse. They’re a different culture, 
speak a different language, but the laugh 
in the clubhouse is the same.” 
(Courtesy AP Sports)

Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

Chinese Baseball Team Takes         
Over Texas Minor League Club
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BUSINESS
The shale oil boom has brought a gold rush 
mentality to the Lone Star State, which is 
home to not one but two massive oilfields.
Plunging drilling costs have sparked an 
explosion of production out of the Perm-
ian Basin of West Texas. In fact, Texas 
is pumping so much oil that it will sur-
pass OPEC members Iran and Iraq next 
year, HSBC predicted in a recent report.
If it were a country, Texas would be the 
world’s No. 3 oil producer, behind only 
Russia and Saudi Arabia, the investment 
bank said.“It’s remarkable. The Permian is 
nothing less than a blessing for the global 
economy,” said Bob McNally, president of 
Rapidan Energy Group, a consulting firm.
The hyper growth out of Texas is needed 
because oil prices have risen sharply and 
major players like Saudi Arabia are quick-
ly maxing out their production.
 

Much of the excitement in Texas centers 
around the Permian Basin. Some oil execs 
believe the amount of oil in the Permian 
rivals Saudi Arabia’s Ghawar Field, the 
world’s largest conventional oilfield.
Rapid technological advances have dra-
matically brought down the cost of pump-
ing oil everywhere, especially out of the 
Permian. Wells there can be profitable 
below $40 a barrel. “The industry cracked 
the code on fracking,” said McNally. The 
rise of Texas, which is also home to the 
Eagle Ford oilfield in the state’s south, 
shows how the shale oil revolution has re-
shaped the global energy landscape. The 
United States is pumping more oil than 
ever before, making it less reliant on the 
turbulent Middle East for imports. “It’s 
not going to make the world peaceful, but 
it will make it less volatile,” said McNally, 
a former White House official. Scott Shef-
field, the chairman of major Permian play-
er Pioneer Natural Resources (PXD), told 
CNNMoney last month that the United 
States will become the world’s biggest oil 
producer by the fall. The combined output 
of the Permian and Eagle Ford is expect-
ed to rise from just 2.5 million barrels per 
day in 2014 to 5.6 million barrels per day 
in 2019, according to HSBC. That means 
Texas will account for more than half of 
America’s total oil production. By com-
parison, Iraq’s daily production is seen 

at about 4.8 million barrels, while Iran is 
projected to pump 3 million. Oil supplies 
from Iran are likely to plunge due to tough 
sanctions from the United States.
However, the boom in Texas has been so 

rapid that growing pains have emerged. 
The Permian Basin is quickly running out 
of pipelines to transport oil out of Texas, 
forcing companies to explore costly and 
potentially dangerous alternatives like 

rail and trucks. More pipelines are getting 
built, but they won’t be ready in time to 
fix the bottlenecks that have formed. Fif-
ty-five percent of executives surveyed by 
the Dallas Federal Reserve expect the lack 
of crude oil pipeline capacity will slow 
activity in the Permian. HSBC called the 
Permian a “victim of its own success” 
and predicted that logistical constraints 
will cause production growth will slow 
in the future. The pipeline shortage is 
already hurting local prices. The price 
of oil in West Texas recently traded at a 
$15 discount to Houston prices. Some oil 
companies are also tapping the brakes. 
The number of oil rigs in the Permian 
dropped by five in June even as the over-
all US rig count was stable, according to 
the International Energy Agency. “We’re 
not in a hurry to grow it fast against a sys-
tem that’s completely constrained today,” 

ConocoPhillips (COP) CEO Ryan Lance 
reportedly said in May. Another headache: 
the rush to pump in the Permian is mak-
ing it more expensive to pay for supplies 
and services. The cost to service oilfields 
has spiked by 10% to 15% for some com-
panies in the Permian, HSBC said. At the 
same time, oil executives are complaining 
that it’s difficult to find employees. The 
challenge is magnified by low unemploy-
ment in Texas and nationally. “The labor 
shortage is getting critical,” one exec told 
the Dallas Fed.
                                                                                                                                                                                            
Related

Growing pains across America’s 
biggest oilfield “The Permian 

Basin, arguably the most important                          
oilfield in the world, is growing so 

fast that it hurts.”
A rush to pump oil out of the West Texas 
shale field has vaulted the United States 
to record-high production levels. But the 
gangbusters growth has created serious 
challenges. The Permian Basin is rapidly 
running out of pipeline to carry all that 
crude. Companies are struggling to find 
talented workers. And the region’s infra-
structure is buckling under the pressure.
“Right now, everything’s an issue: Water, 
sand, buildings, transportation. You name 
it,” Ryan Sitton, a commissioner on the 
Texas Railroad Commission, told CN-
NMoney in a recent interview. The Lone 
Star State is no stranger to the boom-to-
bust nature of the oil industry. But the 
speed of this cycle has even caught many 
in Texas off-guard.“In 2014, it was amaz-
ing. 2016 was down in the dumps. Two 
years later, it’s back to crazy,” said Sitton.
 

The Permian Basin’s growing pains have 
global implications. US oil prices have 
nearly tripled since their early 2016 low, 
in large part because of production cut-
backs by OPEC and Russia. Sanctions 
on Iran are also biting, with crude hitting 
a three-and-a-half year high this week. 
More than ever, the fast-growing Perm-
ian Basin is being relied on to quench the 
world’s thirst for oil. The Permian is the 
“largest and most important source of oil 
supply growth in the world,”  analysts at 
consulting firm Wood Mackenzie wrote in 
a recent report. That’s because the Perm-
ian Basin’s unique geology makes it easier 
and cheaper for major players like Chev-
ron (CVX) and Pioneer Natural Resources 
(PXD) to drill for vast deposits of oil. The 
best-performing wells in the Permian can 
break-even at just $22 a barrel, according 
to a report by analytics firm GlobalData.
Those extremely favorable economics 
help explain why the number of active oil 
rigs in the Permian Basin has nearly qua-
drupled since the low in April 2016, ac-
cording to Baker Hughes.
(Courtesy CNNMoney)

Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

Don’t Mess With Texas --  
 It’s A Global Oil Superpower

Texas To Surpass Iraq And Iran 
As World’s No. 3 Oil Powerhouse
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